Step right up, step right up, kids scream and shout, the Country Fair just came to Lisarow Public School!!!!

The sun was shining and the school was buzzing on Saturday 16\textsuperscript{th} March. There were Show bags for sale in the library, with twelve different varieties, mmmmmmm smarties and nerds, just to name a few!!! Also with rides on every square inch of the oval including, the Funhouse and the Twister, it can’t get better than this!

We caught up with the Country Fair ‘Queen’, Claire McCormack a day before the fair and this is what she had to say, “Being Country Fair Queen I find some days very exciting while others are very stressful”. Claire mentioned that the planning for the fair took at least one year, and that they asked for prizes and donations about 6 months prior to the day. A few weeks before the fair Claire said all
the hard work started to pay off and the pieces came into place.

At the end of the day the Country Fair was a great success and our P&C raised around $30 000. WOW! That’s a lot, but sadly it’s all over and we’ll have to wait for 2015 for the next Country Fair!!!
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